
Unleash the intuitive power of Web3 data query with LLM



EasyQuery Brief

➢ EasyQuery is a revolutionary product that enables users to effortlessly 
harness the intuitive power of Web3 data query through natural language.

➢ With its ability to extract data insights and facilitate native data utilization in 
dApps, EasyQuery is the ultimate tool for unlocking the full potential of Web3.

➢ EasyQuery is powered by KNN3 and OpenAI.



Problems to Solve

WEB3 DATA TECHNICAL BARRIERS

High technical barriers for using 

existing data tool platforms

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Time consuming to create data 

visualization and extract 

business insights

Scattered data on cross 
Chains/Platforms lacking 
connectivity

Limited access to historical 
data for smart contracts



BEFORE EasyQuery - Data Description
What data do I have? 

What columns do I need to use?

Write some SQL to explore



BEFORE EasyQuery - Data Query

Ahhh, how to join two tables?

BUG AGAIN!!!

Let me Google it.

Stackoverflow seems to have an 
answer.



BEFORE EasyQuery - Data Insights
I need to visualize  the data.

Does the data show any trend?

Python?
Maybe some BI tools?



Wait!

Let me introduce 
EasyQuery! 

A platform makes 
your life easier!



Just say what data you want here!

We translate it into SQL for you!



We display data as table!

Visualization and insights 
generated for you automatically!

The data shows that the 
user's activity on Lens 
varied from day to day 
with no clear overall 
trend. The number of 
posts, mirrors, and 
comments fluctuated 
throughout the 20-day 
period, with some days 
showing higher activity 
levels than others. 
However, there were 
some peaks in activity on 
days such as February 
15th and February 27th.

Chat to regenerate insights!



Core Functions

Time consuming to 
extract data insights 03

Data deep dive and insight 
extraction with OpenAI

Visualize and analyze the 
data manually 02 Visualize and analyze the data with 

prepared templates

Write SQL Query 01 Describe the data you want in 
natural language



Flowchart
1. User enter prompt

2. Generate SQL and execute query

3. Save/update prompt and SQL

4. Data delivery
a. Visualization
b. Data insights
c. Download



Tech Specifications

1 KNN3 Data Services
➢ Indexed and structured on-chain and 

off-chain data stored in data warehouse

➢ Stable and flexible database services

2 OpenAI
➢ Text to scripts

➢ Data to insights

➢ Prompt management



Target User

Developers

❖ Social dApp data/algorithm developers

❖ Smart contract developers

Web3 Data 
Enthusiasts

❖ Individual interested in Web3 data 
with little coding experience



Beyond EasyQuery
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How to provide a prompt?

Data Utilization

Data WIKI

GraphQL; Python; …

Doesn’t matter
Users do not need to know 
how the data is processed

API

Other languages other than SQL?

Web3 (Smart Contract)

Social Media (TopScore)

Independent Tools

Comprehensive workflows

OR?→BOTH!



Further Implementation

1 Data Delivery
➢ Constructed API

➢ Constructed SDK

2 Sharing
➢ Chart visualizations and data insights as posts

➢ Social media platforms: Lenster, Twitter

3 More than SQL
➢ Data processing scripts

➢ Workflows
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